**The Journal**
An online and open reviewed Journal for academic and management science publication relating to Dr. Deming’s management thinking and philosophy.

**Scholar-Practitioner Seminar**
Good theory, combined with the experience of application is vital for the future of leadership, organizations, and government. The seminar stands boldly in the gap between the academic and business communities.

**Cooperative Social Media**
< Future Activity >

**Oral History**
Create a repository of testimonials, remembrances, and stories about Dr. Deming and his philosophy. Provide an excellent resource to convey meaning to future generations, and a resource of great educational significance.

**Carry Forward Dr. Deming’s Ideas with Consistency**

Providing synergy between projects.

Projects are spearheaded by people passionate about topic. They selflessly contribute to lead and manage projects to assure success.
Complementary Organizations

Enriching society through the Deming philosophy

“Bring his teachings to life today and for the future. Introduce his teachings to a younger generation, developing new Deming leaders and ensuring the transition of knowledge from Dr. Deming’s trusted colleagues. Through new programs, learning events and digital resources we will increase the adoption of The Deming System of Profound Knowledge® in our schools and in small to mid-sized businesses and organizations.”

Carry Forward Dr. Deming’s Ideas with Consistency

Deeper and Related Understanding of His Work – Scholar-Practitioner Seminar
Exploring Dr. Deming’s Ideas In Great Depth, or Connect To Others Great Thinkers

Connecting His Work To Other Great Thinkers – The Cooperative
An online and open reviewed Journal for academic and management science publication, relating to Dr. Deming’s management thinking and philosophy

Preserving & Preparing for Rediscovery – Oral History
Capture and archive recordings of experiences with Dr. Deming himself and with the application of his ideas